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A special meeting of the Board of Governors of the Federal

11"erve8Ystem and the Presidents of the Federal Reserve Banks was

11°4 1.11 the offices of the Board of Governors in Washington on Friday,
}larch 2, 1945, at 10:00 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Eccles, Chairman
Mr. Ransom, Vice Chairman
Mr. Szymczak
Mr. Draper
Mr. Evans

Messrs. Morrill, Carpenter, Hammond,
Goldenweiser, Smead, Parry, Leonard,
Dreibelbis, Bethea, Thomas, Vest,
Townsend, Van Fossen, Horbett, Pollard,
Cagle, Brown, Ellis, Nelson, Boothe,
Wyatt, Piser, Roland Robinson, Bergelin,
Musgrave, Wood, Williams, Hopkins,
Bunce, Gehman, Gardner, Domar, Stettner,
Garfield, and Dirks, and Misses Burr
and Butler of the staff of the Board
of Governors

Messrs. Flanders, Sproul, Williams, Gidney,
Leach, McLarin, Young, Peyton, Lee4y, and
Gilbert, Presidents of the Federal Reserve
Banks of Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Richmond, Atlanta, Chicago,
Minneapolis, Kansas City, and Dallas, re-
spectively

Mr. Clerk, First Vice President of the Federal
Reserve Bank of San Francisco

Messrs. H. R. Bowser, John H. Williams, H. V.
Roelse, C. A. Sienkiewicz, K. H. MacKenzie,
E. A. Kincaid, L. B. Raisty, Walter B. Garver,
Henry Edmiston, A. R. Upgren, C. 0. Hardy,
J. C. Dolley, and 0. P. Wheeler of the staffs
of the Federal Reserve Banks of Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Richmond,
Atlanta, Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapolis,
Kansas City, Dallas, and San Francisco
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Chajrn Eccles stated that this meeting had been called for

Ilith the

gest&

3/2/45

the
P1rPcse of hearing statements by System economists in connection

Papers which had been prepared, in accordance with the sug-

°r1 made by Mr. Goldenweiser last year, on the subject of economic
Droble

148 and policies in the postwar period.

Goldenweiser stated that this was the second of a series
Of

"Irlgs (the first having been held on December 12, 1944) for the
PlIrpos

The I.- 
e Of discussing studies which had been made of postwar problems.

lliat meeting, he
'1/44g kid 

said, had been given to a consideration of bank-

erledit policy and this meeting would be devoted to the broaderetthject

of ec°"mic problems and policies in the postwar period. He
440 8

014 toar'ici that, while the papers that had been prepared were too numer-

1)44 madall. of them to be discussed at this meeting, a selection had

t 
e 
of Papers which had a more direct bearing on the country'skriaricial

Were Problems and that the other papers in the two volumes that4011 

m, before the Board and the Presidents could be read and, if de-,vable

' another meeting could be held at a later date. He went on to
'4Y that

etkra 
in the papers attention had been centered on the problem of

°41ett a 4be 8 .he most important single factor in the postwar picture

e411" that
titta4 - Problem affected all other phases of the postwar situa-

ci would 
determine the level of prosperity.

Goldenweiser discussed Some of the points covered by the
which

he had prepared under the title "Jobs", and then called
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4°4 the 
f°110wing, who reviewed the principal points presented in

the
Papers 

listed below:

C. O. Hardy

Richard Musgrave

L. M. Piser

Frederick C. Dirks

Price control in the transi—
tion period.

Postwar fiscal policy.

Open market and Treasury fi—
nancing policies.

Postwar capital formation
and its financing in manufac—
turing and mining industries.

358

Ernest J. Hopkins Long—term needs of small
business.

Walter R. Gardner International balance and
American prosperity.

141'• John H. Williams was called upon for a concluding statement

that he would confine his comments to Mr. Musgrave's paper onPoetwar r.

14e4t: 
lseal policy. He then made substantially the following state—

agree with Mr. Musgrave entirely that many of the
Postwar p,-1-_ s

An that have been put forth on taxation are un—

because they assume a smaller volume of expendi—
te

(.41 
lare 4.,an

we are likely to have. I find it very difficult

to reduce the Federal expenditures below $20 billion. In

dealiwith taxation we are dealing with the choice of

All taxation is restrictive and it is a question

fivhat kind of taxation would be the least restrictive.
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There
-Ls one change in fiscal theory that disturbs MB.

TAre thought of the absorption of idle savings as a proper

fillicti°n of taxation. Mr. Musgrave has demonstrated that

When the country has a highly progressive income tax the

Prob
ability of further absorption of idle savings is very

linated. 
Therefore, I have come to the conclusion that we

have to have a mixed tax system. When you talk about tax-

4tion to stimulate investment and consumption you run into

the choice of evils again, and you have to come out with

tairlY high taxation all around. Therefore, I think the

C°11xlittee on Economic Development's program, for example,

1.8 
141rBaliStie.

ThiS raises questions in my mind about the future

U8erlliness of the whole fiscal approach. Mr. Musgrave

1148 a ta
bulation which shows that if expenditures are

81441 we uill have to have a fairly large deficit but

if they are large we can have a balanced budget. I am

(II/4°11e of that. I believe it is purely mechanical reason—

It rests partly on time period analysis and partly

°14 the fact that the Government does not have to have a

1)1‘(313erlsitY to save. That kind of reasoning leaves out

'1"alitative 
he 

forces that are at work and I do not

„
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aglaee with it. I think that as expenditures increase the

Problem of budget balancing will get harder and harder and

not 
easier and easier.

There is still another aspect to the matter. When Gov-

expenditures get as large as this you are bound to

a*, what are they doing to the economy. The principal

Point of the fiscal theory is to make private business work

better, 
but when you get up to this level you are bound to

%what these expenditures are doing to the private economy.
It

'48 inevitable that it will take its place to an increas-

ing degree.
We seem to be under the necessity of working

t°Warld larger figures and yet we are always optimistic.
The 
pot is made that if the Government debt increases

Pl'oPortion to the national income there is no need for

%11111etir. However, if this happens over a short period,

thePliblio part of the total expenditure will have to be

illceased 
far more, that is, if the national income is

(10Ith1ed, public expenditures are tripled or quadrupled.

kr 
feeling is that we have never found very firm

elr'°114(1 On which to stand. Therefore all of the conclusions

41'e 1181/eCta until they are proved. Up to now it has been

141*gelY a record of shifting position. We talked about
P g the pump in the beginning but that did not last
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verY long. That seemed to imply small and temporary def-

icits- Then we went to the phase that private enterprise

Ilas contracting and this suggested a more or less per-

deficit. They were complaining that deficits of

136Or 4P4 billion in the late thirties were too small,

and they were asking for deficits of 51.0. or $15 billion.
Even p- 

employment requirements were much smaller than

We .1‘e now talking about, but they have now satisfied

themselves that we can almost balance the budget after

the War and have full employment. If they had pursued

their Prewar reasoning, they would have to talk about
deficits O l5 or $20 billion a year. Somewhere between

thell a• nd now they have completely shifted their position.

think I know what happened. First, there has been

4 Ch4rige of climate, and economists are susceptible to
that, 

The public is now anxious about the debt and econo-

kists, t
herefore, have become so. They endeavor now to

Pl'olte that you can balance the budget, or very nearly so,

the var.
However, they are interested in large and

".c1 g• r°11ing public expenditures. I think there is a lot

t° be looked into on that point before we can accept it

4 g• llide for postwar policy. All of the models that I

he4e 2• een for the postwar assume the largest estimates of
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ec3rIsumption and private investment that are reasonable.

They have to do that in order to make the figures of pub-

expenditure seem acceptable, and so we find ourselves

4rItching from the view that private investment has a

telideneY to contract to the view that it will expand in
the long run.

This all leads up to the thought that it is by no

Itleans proved that fiscal policy will do the job. My be-

lief' is that it will not, although I agree that it will

be ver7 important and there will be a vast difference be-
twee,
" a good fiscal policy and a bad one, but I can't

have

a
good

other forms of attack. We are talking about

4 level of production 50 per cent above peace times.

Private enterprise has to be made to work in itself and
I1
°tMel'ei7 have its weaknesses compensated for by public

e)44erlditure. Public expenditure could not be the primary
attact....

'1- Therefore, I attach a great deal more importance

Very much confidence in it as a prop on which to

Nr• At any rate, it will have to be joined up with

to r„.
'Ice and wage policies and matters of that kind which
are hl

-Alch 
more difficult to deal with because you can not

raEtke 
clilantitative generalizations. Nevertheless, that

ee
to Me to be the fundamental approach. We should
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strive as we come out of the war to maintain existing

wage scales as far as we can. Many adjustments will

have to be made, but we do

this large consumer income

Wolad be very difficult to

lftsrlevel and
here

tried

W e should to

.(3111er income,

snd fruitful
riot 

eaY that
iN

but that

the 
postwar

errter*Prise.

try

have an opportunity to retain

that has been

do that if we

created

started

and it

at a

to bring it up. Now that we are

stay on this high plateau of con-

and that would be a much more fundamental

approach than through fiscal policy. I do

it should not be backed up with fiscal p01-

would be secondary. The best single hope

period is to rejuvenate the spirit of

We have had miracles in our history before
and if we could do the automobile all over again that

/%1141 be the best way to get at it.

I think that economists should try to get at the

bottom of the assumptions with respect to the tendency
to oversave.

I think it has been largely a bland assump-

There isn't much statistical foundation for it.

we

114e been the maintenance of constant relations between

NIsUmption and investment.
Itot 

think we need to worry

can tell, what has happened in this country

If that is the fact, then I

too much about excess savings
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th
lliamel statement, Mr. Flanders outlined the reasoning un-

41‘4111g the Committee on Economic Development's tax program. He
alao 

stated 
that he was concerned in every sense with the implicationsor r

ell ment and the statement "there should be more jobs look-

1 than men looking for jobs". He said that that had very

411°113 
irtiPlications with respect to the necessity for continuing

ee- 
oh+

a), -4'°1s. If you have more people looking for goods than there

-'eg("8 looking for consumer dollars, you are driven to price con-
R0 

thought that much that we are working on leads to the perpet-
Iliktioll of 

controls and that was the aspect of the matter about which

Ila'a 
e°11oerned. He added that it looked as if a certain amount of

eece Unce
rtainty and distress was necessary to a free economy.

The 
meetingthen recessed and reconvened at 2:15 p.m. The

4tteliciallee at the afternoon session was the same as at the morning

rie:411eceePt that some of the Board and Bank staff were not present

8°P1) of the Philadelphia Bank and Mr. Triffin and Miss

tleilt °t the 
Board's staff were in attendance.

-9-

because it would suggest moderate deficits at most.

If we rely primarily on fiscal policy after the war,

I think
45 will fail and will be on the road to what we

know as central planning and after that some kind of

totalitarian state.

F°110wing some further comments by Mr. Musgrave in connection
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A83istah+—.Secretary of State, and Mr. Bernstein, Assistant Director

qii°11etarY Research of the Treasury Department, were also present

t"he Purpose of discussing the Bretton Woods agreements.

P°110wing an introductory statement by Chairman Eccles, Mr.

tIlaczak
Presented Mr. Acheson who made substantially the following

8tateraent:

It will be clear to you that I can not add anything

to what you know with respect to the provisions for the

a'greenlents for the Fund and the Bank and their operations.

The (414 thing I can do is to give you some conception of

the Part which we in the State Department think the Bank

4114 the Fund play in the total program of the Government

t°1* Peace, and a little of the problems which we see facing
118 

atter the war. I suppose that anyone in my position

ttlight start by trying to give you an idea that the future

Perhaps 4
-Ls not as dark as it looks, that the Government

everything will turn out all right, and that the

thIlle to do is to keep smiling and go ahead. I wish I

eciad do that, but I would be about as dishonest as anyone

e°111c1 be if I attempted it. To us the future looks very
dark 

indeed. It seems to us that the destruction during
the 

years before the war and the destruction during the

81tre

365
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White, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Acheson,
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war have gone so deep into the whole basis of civiliza-

tion that it is not quite a touch-and-go question but al-

Most 
whether anything can be saved and something rebuilt.

Sspinething will be rebuilt and mankind will go on, but

whether it will be anything we value

be anYthinglike  we value, we regard as an open question.

The 
question can be answered favorably only if supreme

ettorts are made

lems
we were plunged into the war and various nations had

to take steps which did not solve

centuated them, actions which

PrePare them for the war that
Petied was that people thought

thing. I don't know whether

kaases of people began to
came to them in the past
Were not as automatic as
that 

through action of Government
be 

effected. Great masses of people
Where.

on 331 fronts.

or whether it will

Before the war started we had political, economic,

8°cial questions of the most fundamental sort. None

of those
were solved. While we were at work on these prob-

those problems but ac-

they felt were necessary to

was to

they

they

believe

come. What had hap-

were discovering some-

did or not but great

that the troubles that

were not necessary, that things

they had been led to believe, and

all of these things could

believed that every-
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Then we came into the war situation. I suppose never

in the history of civilization has so much devastation °c-

ell-tired as in the last six years and it may go on for the

ne4t, tWo years. Economies have been destroyed, people have

been killed and lands have been ravished, the whole balance

of Power in states has been changed. So we are not faced

with only economic problems but other problems as well.

4 great empire has ceased to be the greatest of all and

a"Iler has become, perhaps, the strongest of all of the

P°wers• In every country there are social questions that
•e' to the very foundation of the stability of governments

411d social systems. I don't think that is over-drawing

the Picture or painting too dark a picture. I think that

4 4 true 
picture.

In the face of that it seems to those who have re-

41)011[8ibility that this matter must be attacked on all

tr'clIts at the same time. It must be attacked with one
eo

*tir; that is, one of collective security; that must

be the 
political and military field and in the economic

II:leads If we waste one day, or one week, or one month,

the sitUation may get utterly beyond the power of any of

tit° l'e ectr. That is the purpose of the meeting in San
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Fraricisoo, to see whether it is possible in the political

arid military sphere to take in an ideological problem,

11°t to fool with the idea that all states are sovereign

States, that Costa Rica is as important as Russia, but
to
("4- with the problem of collective security.

That problem has two parts: (1) to insure, as far

48 human beings can insure, that the policy of the greater

Powers is going to be a unified policy; to make it as

eure as anyone can that Britain, Russia, France, China,

and oUrselves do not fall out. The unity of policy of
the 

great powers is the heart of the San Francisco pro—

:41'8114 You may say, if you like, that immediately brings

Pc'wer Politics into the discussion. That is a foolish ex—

all politics have to do with power. If they
didn 't they would not make any sense. The objective is

not to fool with phrases or say

bad but to introduce into politics the civilizing influ—

erlee of law and morality and
is the 

other part of the San

It 
would do little good

the 
causes of decay go on.

8ecurity into monetary policy

that power politics is

the spirit of mankind. That

Francisco program.

to pursue that course and let

Therefore,

as

we must bring collec—

well as in many other
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It must be dealt with on a collective basis and

must Offer to the nations some chance of actual aid in

"7-ing out what we wish them to adopt and what they

should adopt and are willing to adopt as the basic prin—

'ilaes out of which their rebuilding will come.

To us in the State Department what this means, what
we are

saying to the nations, is that our only chance of

"lval and dealing with this problem and the tremendous

"41 unrest that is going on in the world is that as

8°11511 es possible we should begin to expand production

e4d exchange of goods to give the people hope that by

t°14wing through a course of collective action they can

get the good
theta that 

We

life which they are all seeking. We say to

ask you to undertake certain obligations;
(1°n1

t Pull out of your pocket,

weapon of economic

throUgh the war years;

as

warfare

don't

the miserY from your own
Ile Un

dertake a series
118teaci of war in

P114c1 and the Bank

to d° that- They

4 ehanCe so that,

the

are

soon as the war is ended,

that

believe

country

has

that

been sharpened

you can export

to another country. Let

of commitments which will mean peace

economic and monetary field. The

institutions which will enable you

will give you a chance and the world

instead of sinking into fratracidal
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8(11810r, we can start on the course of expanded production

alld get relief from these desperate problems. That is the

Place that is filled by the Bank and the Fund. It comes

right oft the threshhold of a time when it could turn us one

waY or the other. We hope that through this we can turn

*15111)/mr to collaboration. We have been working for many

Years on this problem. There have been discussions with

colIntry after country. This thing has gone on in season

411d out of season. A plan has now been made. What is far

raore important than the principles of the plan is the mir-
acle of the plan, which is, that you have been able to get
44 a

greement of these technicians from all over the world,

Ilith different problems before them, to a plan that is as

e°41Plicated as this. Anyone here who is competent in the

I'Le.14 could have written it better than it is at the present,
bUtth

at 
„

isn't the point. It isn't something that one person

c°Qc1 do, it is
something that hundreds had to do, and the

iS that it has been done. The thing isn't to say
that .

should be changed, but does this go in the direction
that

rie should 
go, does it help with the central problem?

It it does,
let us debate it on the basis, do we want it or

1101  arid, if
we do, accept it. Indicate to the world that

l'eallY do believe in collective action and are prepared

lye
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Ur. Szymczak then presented Mr. White who made substantia3ly
the 

foli°v.r1g statement:
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Our approach to the Bank was simple. In a group of

this kind it is not necessary to dwell on the need for

tel'eign capital that is prevalent throughout the world.
There 

never was a time in history when there was such a

tised for capital as there will be in the next five or ten

ear8- There never has been a time when the investor will

be
 
more 

reluctant to lend to foreign countries, except at
eXtremel_

high rates of interest. There probably has never

been a time when it has been so important politically,

econ.omicaily, 
and socially to enable many countries that

Itt'eba°11Y in need of capital to get it. They have to get
it ori

a working basis. They have to get facilities estab-

so that they can begin economic life. Unless they

441 cl° that rather quickly or make progress sufficiently

114.1111Y so that there is a reasonable degree of business

4etivitY there is going to be a continuation not only of

clePl‘e8si°11 in those countries, which is bound to spread,

418° severe disorder, and Governments will be overturned.

ii%lere're, we are confronted with the fact that investors

11111 be verY reluctant to undertake risks that would be
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called for and that there will be a need for countries

to get on their feet. It is to be expected that something

11°1134 be devised like the Bank for Reconstruction and De-

/reloPment, which would interfere as little as possible

With the money markets of the world, and step in when

necessarY to help investors to take those risks. That

1'8 what the Bank will do. Many of the loans will be risky
kid 

there will be some losses. That is one of the reasons

Why" 
,

e -insisted that the Bank be an international bank

rather than to take the risks by ourselves. We felt that

the benefits would be world-wide and that other countries

should bear part of the risk.
test able 

to bear the risk and which would get the most

betlefits from the program
the risk.

l'Ibecription to the Bank.
111'014 the 

reserve funds.

participating members

halle to Pay whatever

raerit 18 $3 billion.

that our losses will

Ireetrient.

Therefore,

We felt that the country

should take a large share of

we have underwritten 1/3 of the

Defaults will be met first

If these funds are not enough,

will be called upon

is necessary but our

and we will

maximum commit—

The most pessimistic do not think

be any substantial part of our in-
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In the Bank we have met the needs for capital. No

e°11ntr7 that has a need for capital for development pur-

Poses should be unable to arrange a loan. We feel, there-

that we have made a long step in solving that par-

Problem. If the capital market is willing to make
the

would do no business. The ideal situation would

be for the Bank to make no loans.

The other problem which we regard as at least as im-

11°Itant, if not more so, can not be so simply solved. The

ten(lencY was strong before the war and will be terrifically

keen after the war to try to capture as much of the export

1114111:ets as possible. That is perfectly understandable.

111441.1d 18 an outstanding illustration and there are a

11144ber of other countries. England has lost most of her

tl'e'cle, her gold holdings have substantia31y decreased,
he 

liabilities have increased, and her back is to the

Walls She doesn't know how much trade she will be able

t° recaPture, or how soon she can get into production to
ec)11113ete with us.

She is much concerned, and justly so,
4" She ,J.J. leave no stone unturned to increase her ex-
Pe'rt8, „

"le.Y would prefer, as they have told us, to pursue

reaS0habie monetary, trade, and credit policy and they

373
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/f°111d prefer to adhere to the same principles as we term

c°tleervative principles in the monetary field, but they

don't, feel that they can afford to do so. They feel that

they must have a free hand to undertake whatever measures

axle necessary to increase their export trade. Other coun-

es feel the same way, or more so, because they do not

have the same sense of responsibility that England has.

Unless something is done, countries are going to un-
der+.0_

""Ille a struggle for foreign markets that will make past

stles look like a tea party. That is not true of all 

ecAlritries.
South American countries have accumulated large

PIll'ehasing power. Over the first couple of years there may

nclt appear that anxious struggle for foreign markets that is

eelteln to develop shortly thereafter. The fact that these

e°11"-ee are going to resort, if necessary, to these devices

Plitell8 in a dangerous position because we don't want to
take

anY of those measures. We don't want to change the

hid iralue of the dollar. We don't want to engage in multi-

12(le eUrrency practices, discriminatory bilateral arrange-

, etc,

bS& 
'lee but unfortunately we have.

We have everything to gain by having A11 of the other

e°114t
r 's Pursue a co ercial and monetary policy that is

We would like to say we don't like to undertake

374
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accord with our conception of what such a policy should

be. Now, 
how can we get those countries to pursue a course

that we feel is in our own best interests as well as for

the 
-°ng-run best interests of the world? That is the

Pl‘eilliee upon which we started the International Monetary

d. 
Haw could we get stable exchange rates? Kemmerer

w°1/1c1 Say, "Get the countries back on the gold standard."

1311t 
whether we like it or not, the fact is that the other

c°until-es are not going to return to the gold standard.

They 
have stated so officially. There isn't the slightest

ch4t1ce of getting other countries to return to the gold

sta.lidard• You are familiar with the situation in England

the thirties when they felt that their troubles were due

to the gold standard. It isn't important whether they are

°-r
wrong) the important thing is that what they be-

eve is what will determine their policy. The British

has taken the official position that she will

Illrer again put herself in the position she was in in the

thirties where she suffered a depression in order to adhere
to a 

fiXed rate of exchange. Other countries feel the same

Nrperhaps with less reason. We, on the other hand, look

4't the situation in the thirties and see the various de-

that Germany and Japan resorted to in order to get
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trade.
We say that must not happen again because if that

does happen again there will be a smaller pie of world

trade to be divided. If we are to have anything like

reasonable employment, foreign trade has to be larger

thanin the prewar years. If the pie is to be smaller

there are all kinds of storms ahead.

What can we do? It isn't that we are writing the

ticket- If we were we could write a ticket that would

Pretty well state our own position. We had to take into

ecrleideration that this had to be a collective effort and

to make the best situation, try to get stability of

elange rates, and try to get sufficient flexibility to

get the other countries to join. That is what has emerged.

If coUntries agree not to undertake these practices we
have

referred to, then we have some hope of getting col-

lective action. We, on our part, would agree that there

al'e°ceasions in a country's experience when the best

el411118e maY be alteration of exchange values. There would
be 

diffa-
-'ences of opinion I am sure, but we recognize that

that 4

4'8 a possibility and we are willing to go along with
the

c°ndition that should, in the opinion of a country, a

1°11 demand a change in currency values, they could

i*eeeht that to the Fund and the Fund could give or withhold
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To withhold its approval for a small country

would not be a difficult task, but to withhold it for a

maicT country would be a serious, major step to take. It

allfaces to say that you would have made some progress in

*1'411-fling stability of exchange rates if they would partici—

pate in that arrangement. You would not have the gold

standard nor would you have floating exchange rates. We

17°124 do more than that. A country that would be approached

to adhere to a policy of that kind might say that it is nice

Of You to ask us to agree to these things and to say that

4r°11 would do likewise, but you have abundant gold reserves,

r°11-t' government is not at stake, etc., but we can not take
tbai.

"Position and can not afford to tie our hands unless
there

e 18 a second line of reserves to which we can go when
we have an adverse balance of payments. That seemed reason—
able 

3 
that, if we were to ask that they do something in our

eest and which we think is in their long—run interests,
We 

Should be willing to have a joint pool that would give
each

e°11fltr1 some assurance that it could have assistance

When
needed, or in an emergency. The question arose whether

a co

illitrY Could have access to the resources of the Fund as
atraa+

—Later of right or was it to be a privilege to be accorded
ot%. if

and when the controlling body agreed. We split on
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that. In the preliminary conversations that was the bone

cf co
ntention around which we conferred for many days. The

British took the position, and I use the British as an il—

lustration, that if we were asking then to give us something
they 

should have access to the Fund as a right. We did not

accept that thesis. We agreed that there should be a second

line of reserves but that should be available only if they

althacribed to the principles, adhered to the principles,

alid were utilizing the Fund in accordance with the prin—
ciple in the Agreements.

The 
document which resulted contains provisions which

are:1.n 
accord with the principles we wanted with some slight

difference. A country can purchase foreign exchange up to

a cel"Lata portion of its quota each year but it can do so
°434 if it is utilizing its resources in accordance with

the e°aditions that are stated. If in the opinion of the
Flirld 

(and not the member) a country is not using the Fund

accordance with those principles, the Fund can reduce

°r at°P their access to the Fund or expel them from the

?iltich T
herefore, I think we have obtained largely what

Ile wanted out of the Fund. To look upon the Fund as a

441641e Of making stabilization loans is to completely mis—

Illterpret the Fund. The Fund is the sugar, of which we
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contribute a substantial part. We don't think there is

4 great deal of risk involved, but even if there were we

thinkwe have made a substantial contribution and that

there 
Will not be the economic warfare that there would

have
been Without the Fund. To think that you can take

1.111 out of that for stabilization purposes without get—

tinlIg that collective agreement is to misconceive the pur—

Poses for which the Fund was conceived.

There have been suggestions that we are going into

a Postwar period of great emergency, that this is no time
for

ci stabilization fund, and that what we should do is to

174it for several years until we can see more clearly ahead

(If Us and see what the proper rate structure is and then
begia a fund. 

I wonder how valid that is. A stabilization

tizad is to meet emergencies. One of the gravest emergencies

that 
countries are all confronted with is the war and postwar

Period- It is one of the gravest emergencies and to assume
that 

stabilization should not be used in that period is to

4-11 to
recognize the use to which the Fund should be put.

e 84°111d be said, that the Fund should be large enough

O that you can recognize the fact that adjustments in the

b4larice of payments may involve 2, 3, 5, or sometimes 10
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Years before the swing can be taken up and the country can

go from an unfavorable to a favorable balance without undue

e°11asquen0e5 
to its people. We want to give them time to

balance their payments in such a way as will not hurt the

rest 
of the world. That takes large resources, a long time,

and careful attention of a group of competent people.

In evaluating the Fund I think it has to be looked at

that
waY. It cannot be looked at from the standpoint

that 
there is a risk in this situation, or what is to pre-

" 18 country from doing so and so, or how have you

1*"icleci for tariffs, or how does this leave the restric-

8 0r1 imports, etc. We have done the most we could.

thrlk we have a most excellent bargain for the United
hates. 

We think it absurd to say that we have gotten all 

We would like to have gotten a great deal more,

bilt we have in the documents safeguarding provisions, have

EtttercPted to foresee the various contingencies, and have
tried 

to block them. Bear in mind that we have had to get

d°Citalent, agreed upon by some forty nations. There is a

scc'l*e °f them that do matter very much. We had to get the

4gl'eeltlerrt, of those nations. We had to make concessions but

:t111.7 also made a
to them. and 

great many concessions. If we now go back

saY we don't like this provision or that provision
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We would like to write in this amendment or change

this provision they will say that they would like to make

ehangss and if we are going to cow back with these things then

t*lvill come back with theirs. Then you would have another

co
nference.

We have a document that we think will work. It is a

cic'eument that I am sure will have to be amended. There

ars ob
jections to it. I am sure we will learn in time

that we have done too much of this and not enough of that.

BlitI 
submit it is a working document and an agreement

t
hate couldn't have done anything better on, and that

381

it mil
meet the needs which are urgent and which we will

have .4.
60 meet unless we take the alternative. We are not

eclitr°11tecl with one good alternative and one bad alterna—
tive.

thin ,
4̀"Ilment we must do it in comparison with the other

*1-ternatives Op en to us.

?°110wing Mr. White's general statement, questions were asked

WIthreapect to the provisions automatic lending in the Fund, the

of 
:::::::: :: doll::: in the Fund, what would constitute

CY 

tc)1‘4e1,40,ent 

the purposes of the Fund, the provisions

of the Fund, and the reception of the Bretton Woods4N4,-
'4etts by 

other countries. These questions were discussed by

We are faced with bad alternatives and in evaluating
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382

41th 

should not be considered.

White and Bernstein.

Mr- Sproul asked why it was thought desirable for the Treas-

Mr- White referred to the long discussions and difficulties

41111 in negotiating the present Agreements and stated that, if

'48h011141 now say that we would like to change the Agreements, the

l'esult would be that other countries would take the same

P(3aiti°11 and there would be a large number of amendments proposed,

lIttilthe result that we would be no further along two years from

4°1'1 thEtri we are now,

111'• Sproul suggested that another conference would not be a

danger to the world if a better program could be worked out.

w MI's White responded that it was felt that the present Agree-

ere the best that could be gotten from all of the participating

Nt e 
He said that the request had been made for anyone to point

that Pheeeiric provisions in the Agreements that should be changed, and

doubf
1141 

-ed whether there were any of the provisions that anyone

"Tit -to .
improve that had not already been considered. He also

4_ thatti.r1,001,011s the hope that we could get a better arrangement was a

°Ile and would only lead to delays in a very critical period,

l'esults as shown by the present agreements, on the whole,

t the
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although there were many things that the

l'el3reeentatives of the United States would have liked but were not

able t° get) and that the present document that took into considera-

t411 the realities and political considerations was a good working

383

states

4,4111
es of delay in the adoption of the Agreements by the United

evere
nee which was to be held in San Francisco on April 25.

M.r. Acheson's

d'ttrielat one.
the 

United 
States had to

kisted on the other side

NPreseht the United States.
qtticiat to say whether
443et clt the people in
14 tik4

connection he

eent to 
Congress

ecl 
without action.qtri

-elat for the representativeskh e

•

Mr* Szymczak asked Mr. Acheson for his opinion of the con-

°r of amendments in Congress, particularly in the light of the

He

response was that the situation would be a very

said that the difficulty that anyone representing

contend with was the grave doubt that always

whether our representative did, in fact,

With our Government, he said, it was

anyone represented the United States and

the world were very suspicious and doubtful.

referred to the recent oil agreements which

for ratification as a treaty and were pigeon-

He said that such situations not only made it

of the United States but resulted

8anlen4. at home for representativesektic

11E t° the 

He felt that, i

other countries and say that we were

f we should now go

of other countries who

"off base" with
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l'e8Pect to the Bretton Woods Agreements and that we could not do any-

thing like that, we could not expect to get cooperation from the other
cozatries.

III', Sproul inquired what the function of Congress was in con-
nection

Illth the Agreements if the position were taken that it had to
aeeePt or reject the Bretton Woods Agreements without change?

Mr. Acheson stated that Congress should either accept
Jett th

zho
uld not "tinker" with them as it was not a desirable function't cot._
ess to try to rewrite the agreements.

In the discussion at. this point attention was

hat there had been discussions with representative members of

t

or re-

°Agreements from the point of view of general policy but that

NNI8

chlring all of the various steps of the development of the
-eenierita
th 3 and that the question was not presented to Congress for
e tirst

Nala"*-
ih '44 on the International Monetary Fund which had been prepared't the 80

41'd's offices under date of March 1, 1945, and stated that

called to the

tiale when the enabling legislation was introduced.

Ipil*ng the discussion, Mr. Szymczak referred to a detailed

14" had 1.,
-een furnished to the members of the Board and to the

-4cent.

kA At the conclusion of the discussion Mr. White thanked the,rylror

the effective help which System technicians had given in

with the Agreements.
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Chairman Eccles, on behalf of the Board and the Presidents,

appreciation of the statements that had been made by Messrs.

Acheson, and Bernstein.

Thereupon the meeting adjourned.
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